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SOLVING AN ACCESSIBILITY-MAXIMIZATION ROAD 
NETWORK DESIGN MODEL: A COMPARISON OF HEURISTICS 

Bruno SANTOS1, António ANTUNES2, Eric MILLER3 

Abstract. This article presents a study on three heuristics – an add+interchange 
algorithm (AIA), a basic genetic algorithm (BGA), and an enhanced genetic 
algorithm (EGA) – developed to help solving an accessibility-maximization 
interurban road network design model. The main conclusion of the study was that 
EGA solutions are consistently better than AIA solutions, and that their 
computing time, though being rather high, grows considerably slower than the 
computing time of AIA solutions as network size increases. This suggests that the 
EGA can be especially useful for dealing with very large road networks. 

1. Introduction 
Though road network design issues are no longer a major concern in most developed 
countries, they are still extremely relevant in many parts of the World. 

The solutions to road network design problems must take into account several criteria. 
First, solutions must be efficient, making aggregate accessibility to be as large as possible 
or aggregate travel time to be as small as possible. Second, solutions must be equitable, 
allowing benefits to be evenly distributed across population centers. Third, solutions must 
be robust, permitting the network to react properly to anomalous events such as road 
closures or abnormal peaks. Fourth, solutions must be sustainable, meeting the applicable 
requirements regarding environmental protection. Fifth, solutions must comply with the 
budget available to improve the network. 

This article presents a study on three heuristics developed to help solve an accessibility-
maximization interurban road network design model within which efficiency, equity, 
environmental, and budgetary concerns are expressed either in the objective function or 
through constraints (robustness concerns will only be dealt with at later stages of the 
development of the model).  
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The article is organized as follows. First, we present the formulation of the road 
network design model and describe the heuristics used to solve it. Then, we present the test 
problems generated to evaluate the heuristics and describe the results obtained with them 
with regard to solution quality and computing time. Finally, we summarize the main 
conclusions of our study and indicate directions for future research. 

2. Optimization model 
The literature on road network design models, reviewed in Yang and Bell [5], is already 
vast. In the majority of the articles written on the subject, the objective is to minimize costs 
and the traffic flows are exogenous. The approach to road network design adopted in our 
study is quite different: the objective is to maximize accessibility gains and the traffic flows 
are endogenous (i.e., they depend on the actions taken to improve the network). The 
corresponding model is as follows: 
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where ∆Aε: aggregate weighted accessibility gain; Cε: set of the (1-ε)×100 percent centers 
where accessibility gains are smaller; ε: equity factor; wi: weight attached to the 
accessibility gains of center i; ai: accessibility of node i; a0i: initial accessibility of node i; 
C: set of centers; sj: size of center j; tij: minimum travel time between centers i and j; Y = 
{ylm, l∈L, m∈Ml}, ylm = 1 if action m is selected for link l, ylm = 0 otherwise; Ml: set of 
possible actions applicable to link l; L: set of links; elm: expenditure involved in the 
application of action m to link l; and b is the budget. 

This mixed-integer non-linear optimization model applies to a road network represented 
with a set of nodes connected by a set of links. The nodes represent population centers as 
well as road intersections located outside centers. The links represent existing, direct road 
connections between nodes, as well as possible future connections. 

The main decision variables included in the model (Y) represent the possible decisions 
to be made with regard to each link of the network: no-action; construction of a new 
connection of a given type (e.g., 60 km/h, 90 km/h, 120 km/h); and improvement of an 
existing connection to a better type. These decisions must be selected to ensure that the 
applicable environmental protection requirements are met. 

Function (1) is the objective-function of the model. It expresses the maximization of 
aggregate weighted accessibility gains for the (1-ε)×100 percent centers where accessibility 
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gains are smaller. Accessibility gains are weighted because some centers are (or may be) 
more important than others with regard to accessibility gains. Population may often be the 
weighting factor, but other features may be considered. Aggregation is made over the  
(1-ε)×100 percent centers where accessibility gains are smaller to ensure some level of 
equity for the distribution of accessibility gains across population centers. The value 
adopted for ε measures the importance assigned to equity – the larger ε will be, the more 
equitable the distribution will be. Constraints (2) state that the accessibility of a center is 
given by the sum of the spatial interactions between that particular center and all the other 
centers of the network (spatial interaction with the center itself remains unchanged in 
response to changes in the network, and therefore it is not necessary to take it into account). 
This concept of accessibility has been used in many accessibility studies (e.g. Jensen-Butler 
[1] and Keeble et al. [2]). The calculation of spatial interactions is made assuming trips to 
be made through shortest-paths, at the design speed set for the links included in the paths. 
Constraints (3) ensure that only one decision will be taken with regard to each link 
(including the decision of taking no action). Constraint (4) guarantees that the budget for 
intervention is capable of accommodating the expenditure involved in the construction of 
new connections and the improvement of existing connections. 

3. Solution heuristics 
The road network design model presented in the previous section cannot be solved to exact 
optimality with existing methods except for very small networks (up to, say, 10 nodes). 
Models corresponding to mid- and large-size networks can only be solved through heuristic 
methods. We decided to experiment with three types of heuristic: an add+interchange 
algorithm (AIA); a basic genetic algorithm (BGA); and an enhanced genetic algorithm 
(EGA). The AIA consists of two procedures, add and interchange, performed sequentially. 
The add procedure starts with an initial network and, in successive iterations, selects the 
link one-level upgrade change that allows the best feasible increase in aggregate weighted 
accessibility, until no further accessibility increases are possible. The interchange 
procedure starts with the add solution and, in successive iterations, selects the combination 
of link one-level upgrade and downgrade changes that allows the best feasible increase in 
accessibility, until no further accessibility increases are possible. The BGA starts with a 
population of feasible link change solutions selected at random, calculates the 
corresponding aggregate weighted accessibility gains, and applies crossover, mutation and 
invasion operations in successive iterations to determine new populations of solutions until 
no further accessibility increases are possible (Michalewicz [3]). The EGA improves on the 
BGA in several respects. First, it comprises an intervention procedure, through which the 
parameters governing the crossover, mutation and invasion operations may change slightly 
after a given number of iterations. Second, it comprises an interchange procedure for the 
best solution found after a given number of iterations and immediately before ending the 
algorithm. Third, it comprises an add procedure for each solution that does not take full 
advantage of the budget available. 
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4. Test problems 
The algorithms used to solve the road network design model were tested on partly-random 
problems defined for a territory with the shape of a square with sides equal to 100 km and a 
given number of centers (cities). The coordinates and the size (population) of the centers 
were defined at random to follow, respectively, a uniform distribution within the interval 
[0, 100] km and a Zipf distribution within the interval [1,100]×103 inhabitants (the 
population of a system of centers follows a Zipf distribution if, except for an error term, the 
population of the largest center is n times the population of nth-largest center). The links 
between centers were defined through a Delaunay triangulation, followed by the 
elimination of “redundant” links. A Delaunay triangulation of a center (point) set is a 
triangulation of the center set with the property that no center in the center set falls in the 
interior of the circumcircle (circle that passes through all three nodes) of any triangle in the 
triangulation. Link redundancy was expressed through an exclusion factor α = 0.8, 
according to which the largest sides of the triangles were eliminated whenever their length 
was 80-percent larger than the sum of the lengths of the smaller sides. The impact of 
changing α on the configuration of a network is shown in Figure 1. Other data involved in 
the test problems were as follows: 

• Road types: initial - 1 (60 km/h); possible - 2 (90 km/h) or 3 (120 km/h). 
• Link improvement costs: from level 1 to 2, 1.0 µ/km (µ stands for monetary units); 

from level 2 to 3, 1.5 µ/km; from level 1 to 3, 2.0 µ/km. 
• Budget: 0.8×L µ, where L is the total length of the network; 
• Equity factor: 0.2. 

Figure 1. Impact of changing the exclusion factor on the configuration of a network 

5. Performance evaluation 
The performance of the solution heuristics was evaluated on sets of 20 test problems of 
several sizes (20, 40, 60 and 100 nodes) on the basis of two criteria: solution quality and 
computing time. The evaluation results are summarized in Figures 2 and 3. 

Figure 2 shows that, for the 40-node problems, the BGA solutions were, on average, 
19.4-percent worse than the AIA solutions (they were never better than the AIA solutions 
on the 20 problems solved). The BGA took less time to run than the AIA (416 against 495 
seconds, on average). The inclusion of the intervention procedure in the BGA (BGA+I) led 

α = 1.0 α = 0.8 α = 0.6α = 1.0α = 1.0 α = 0.8α = 0.8 α = 0.6α = 0.6
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to somewhat better solutions, though still 16.4-percent worse than the AIA ones. The 
inclusion of the interchange procedure (BGA+II) already made the AIA solutions to be 
inferior on average, but it was only when the EGA was used that the AIA started to be 
clearly outperformed. Indeed, the EGA solutions were 2.8-percent better than the AIA 
solutions. As one could expect, each new improvement entailed an increase in computing 
time, making the EGA to be almost 8 times longer to run than the AIA. 

Figure 3 shows that the EGA solutions were, on average, better than the AIA solutions 
for all the network sizes considered (they were never worse than the AIA solutions on the 
80 problems solved). Solution quality was comparatively higher for the largest networks 
(60- and 100-node). The time needed to compute 100-node problems with the EGA was 
88,300 seconds (more than 24 hours!), on average. This is, of course, extremely long, but it 
is only 2.7 times longer than needed to compute the AIA solutions. In this regard, it is 
worth noting that the computing time taken by the EGA increased with network size much 
slower than the computing time taken by the AIA. 
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Figure 2. Impact of GA type on the performance of heuristics for 40-node networks 
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Figure 3. Impact of network size on the performance of heuristics 
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6. Conclusion 
In synthesis, our study of solution heuristics for the interurban road network design model 
revealed that an add+interchange algorithm (AIA) is clearly better than a basic genetic 
algorithm (BGA). More important, it revealed that an enhanced genetic algorithm (EGA) 
derived from the BGA through the inclusion of several improvement procedures is 
consistently better than the AIA, and that the computing time of its solutions grows 
considerably slower than the computing time of AIA solutions as network size increases. 
This suggests that the EGA can be especially useful for dealing with very large road 
networks. However, it must be said that the EGA took, on average, (a little) more than 24 
hours to solve 100-node problems. 

In the future, within this area of research, two main subjects will be investigated. The 
first one involves the improvement of the EGA with regard to the re-computation of all-
shortest-paths. The method proposed in Pallotino and Scutellà [4] will be used for this 
purpose. It will certainly contribute to a significant decrease in computing time. The second 
subject relates to an important issue the study did not deal with. Indeed, it was assumed that 
trips are made through shortest-paths, at the design speed set for the links included in the 
paths. However, the traffic flows on some links may be incompatible with their design 
speeds. Alternative strategies for dealing with this issue are currently under analysis. 
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